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ABSTRACT

A variational principle formulation is used to calculate the

electron neoclassical transport coefficients in a bumpy torus for the

law collisiona!ity regime. The electron radial drift is calculated as

a function of the plasma posiiiou and the poloidal elecr.ric fUlil which

is determined self-consistent!y. A bounce-averaged differential

collision operator is used and the results are compared tu previous

treatments using a BGK operator.
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! I. INTRODUCTION

In an asynmetric device like the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT), neoclassical

diffusion is not automatically ambipolar; hence the diffusion coefficients

are functions of the self-consistent electric field. For the observed sign
I
I of the electric field in the experiment, the ions are on resonant orbits
f
) and their diffusion coefficients are very sensitive functions of the
!• ' i

i magnitude of the electric field. The electrons are on nonresonant orbits

f and their loss rate is a relatively insensitive function of the electric

; field. For this reason, the electron rates have typically been used to

1 obtain the particle lifetime, while the ion rates have been used to obtain

I' the self-consistent ambipolar field. The first work to obtain the electron

loss rates was by Kovrizhnykh, who used a 3GK operator and assumed that

the electrons were precessing due to an E x B drift only. In Ref. 3, this

work was generalized to include magnetic drifts by solving for the

diffusion coefficients numerically using a Landau collision operator and

the full form of the precession drift. In Ref. 4, analytic expressions for

the electron loss rates were obtained from a BGK operator with magnetic

drifts included. All these analytic expressions neglected both the

self-consistent poloidal electric field and the change in the radial drift

as the plasma center is moved.

In this paper, we use a variational principle to calculate the

electron transport coefficient in a bumpy torus in the limit of low

collisionality. First, in Sec. II, we derive the form of the radial drift

which is appropriate for an arbitrary choice of the location of the plasma

center. Second, in Sec. Ill, we formulate the variational principle.

Then, in Sec. IV, we calculate the se|f?.cani|ftent poloidal electric field
:*&*&'* ̂-?: it if: A
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in the low collision frequency regime. In Sec. V, we bounce average the

approximate Fokker-Planck collision operator of Hirshman and Sigmar to

obtain a bounce-averaged differential collision operator. Next, in

Sec. VI, we evaluate the fluxes for typical EBT Scale (EBT-S) parameters.

Finally, in Sec. VII, we discuss these loss rates and compare them with the

previous work of Refs. 2-4.
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II. RADIAL AND POLOIDAL DRIFT VELOCITIES

For the equilibrium in the core plasma we follow the analytic analysis

of Ref. 6. Hence, we choose to label the constant pressure surfaces by the

contained magnetic flux 2na. He write the magnetic field B as

B = Va x Vp , (1)

where jJ is a generalized poloidal angle.

If we take the magnetic field B as B = B(a,/8) and the electrostatic

potential in the plasma as <p = <p(a,(l), then the particle velocity across

the pressure surfaces due to the poloidal electric field is

and the particle velocity across the pressure surfaces due to the toroidal

nature of the magnetic field is

where fp is the pitch angle (= vj|/v). In the notation of Sef. 6, the

magnetic field in the core is

R - R (1 - rr mi ?9̂  - ^ rn<s i9 *̂> Fr^ ^ Vp + 3 /-"x"!xj ~ ov \i ~ cr cos v/ TT cos v /cri r • .| + __ ir©/1

~" ~v0 c ^^2 or J
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where

and ire have taken their h function to be zero so that the only distortion

of the flux surfaces is caused by toroidicity.

The magnetic potential fQ is given by

io ~ £ ak s i n

k

where

k = enN , n = 1, 2, ... -i (7)

N is the number of mirror sectors, and the inverse aspect ratio s is given

by

£ = a/ft , (8)

with a the maximum minor radius of the plasma and Ro the average major

radius of the magnetic axis.
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In Eqs. (4) and (5), r and tf are defined by

R = R0(l + ST cos •&) , (9)

Z = ar sin 1? , (10)

where R is the major radius and Z is the vertical distance from the

toroidal midplane. The toroidal angie (" is defined so that f = 0 is the

midplane in the mirror sector where the transport is being calculated and £

= 70fe is the coil plane. For the mirror ratios of experimental interest,

f0 is roughly comparable to the first term in Eq. (6).

We now expand po(r,£) for kr « 1, that is, locations near the average

magnetic axis, to obtain

, k?r2 kfr4

9?0 - ajsin(«Nf)(l + , + ., + ...) , (11)

where

kj = sN . (12)

¥e determine "E and a^ by evaluating B_ at the midplane and the coil

plane, At the midplane (r = 0, f = 0), we define R- as

BL = 13 + ajeN . (13)

At the coil plane (r = 0, £ = n/Nt), the magnetic field is
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B = F -

and near the magnetic axis we can write

(14)

where M is the mirror ratio. Te define the (small) parameter sQ by

e0 = (It - 1)/(M + 1) . (15)

Then

For EBT parameters, where M < 2, ire have sQ « 1. The magnetic field is

given by

B = e>L__L. [l - s cos(Nsf)(l • -t-)]fl - sr COST?)

cos
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k?LJ-2 L
1 - €n c

sin(«Mf) • (1 - sr cos

G8)

¥e work to 0(s), 0(co); then

B = e * L - 2 L [l - ET cos t? - £0 cos(Ncf)(l
kfr<

+ e. _ 1 - t0 !L£ sin(eN?)]
0

(19)

B - • _ [l - er cos 1? - £ 0 coa(Nef)(l
 + ^ ^ ) ] • (20)

We note that in the midplane, the contours of constant B are circles

centered at Sjj, y = 0, -where 3 = r cos i9, y = r sin i), and Xjj is given by

(20

In the coil plane, the contours of constant B are circles centered at x =

-ijj, y = 0. We note also that the pressure contours are expected to be
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circles of constant U (Ref. 7), where U = ^ d//B. ¥e can calculate the

center of the U contours by

U - J "F "

° (J)[l V < ^ 3 (22>

so that the center is at y = 0 and x = xyjj, where

In the evaluation of v^ • Va we need 3B/3£. This is given by
B

3B, . 3TJ, 3B, Sr, SB, (24)

Since the shift of the plasma center is 0(s) and 3E/3»J is given from

we have T? - jS and

i r, 3r i 1 3B, 1 (26)
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fe assume that the pressure contours are circles of radius p and are offset

from the average magnetic axis by.A. Then with the use of the cosine rule

and from Eq. (20)

o{cosp)a

where in Eq. (27), to 0(1), p = r. Therefore, the magnetic drift is

Va = - i 2 ^ 1 (1 + flj)er sin ̂ [i - ̂ i cos(N^)] • (29)IdB'X°

We note that in the midplane (t - 0), if the plasma center were at the [3j

center then A£Qkj/2£ = 1 and no magnetic drift through the plasma contours

would be observed.

Since the "bounce time is much smaller than the drift time, ire

integrate over the bounce time by defining the integral operator

(30)

The bounce time Tjj is defined as
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so

<Ide ' 1°> = -

For kr « 1, it is easy to show that

(33)

where £ m is the pitch angle fp in the mi dp lane evaluated for t = 0 and

is given by

(34)

The bounce-averaged magnetic drift is given by

7o> =
V jl l • '35)

iriiere d/ - €Rod<" + 0(e^|) and the integration is taken between f = 0 and r =

k j = 0).
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The integrals ia Eq. (35) can be expressed in terms of elliptic

functions, and <VJ • Aa> can be written

• VcO = -
0 ™""

X Tv

sr sin

(36)

•where

> 1

AT2 < 1

(37)

Here

(38)

E(<2)
(C2 < 1

(39)
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and

, K

(40)

3A;2
/e2 < 1

We note that if the plasma center is taken to coincide with the average

magnetic axis (A = 0), then in Eq. (36) the vertical drift reduces to the

expression given in Ref. 8. The fact that <VJ • Vot> is a function of the
a

position of the plasma center can be understood by noting that JA is
8

determined (in the IOTT-JS core) by vacuum magnetic field quantities that are

independent of the plasma, so the drift through the pressure surfaces will

be a function of the position of the plasma. By contrast, the

bounce-averaged electric field drift through the pressure surface, given in

Eq. (32), is independent of the plasma position (except insofar as that may

determine the poloidal structure of the potential) since we expect that the

potential is caused by the piasma and so will center itself near where the

plasma is centered. If we choose the plasma center to be the [B,1 center in

the midplane (i«k2/2£0 = 1),, then for i;m = 0, <y_j • Va> = 0, since in

this frarce of reference the orbits are perfect circles about r = 0. If we

choose the plasma center to be the |B[ center in the coil plane (A£k|/2e0 =

-1), then at K 2 = i, <VJ • Vot> = 0. This is because the particles at the

transition between being trapped and passing will spend all their time in

the coil plane and so will move on the ,'Bj contours there (in the absence
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of electr'j fields). If we choose the plasma center to be the J d//B

center (Aek?/2fi0 = l/e0 » 1), then for fm = 1, <VJ • Va> = ° to °< 1A 0^

since the highly passing particles move on the J* di contours, whose offset

compared to the |B| center is 0(l/sQ).

In Fig. 1 we plot g and gj against fm for the particular choice of eQ

= i/3 (this corresponds to EBT-S parameters on axis). We see that g(i;m -

0) = 1 and then is almost flat until fm = (c = Ifife. At this point it has

a cusp and rises sharply to 2 at fm = 1. Similarly, gj has a cusp at ( =

fc after starting at 0 for fm ••= 0. The cusp points are obtained because g

and gj are calculated by assuming that the particles mo7e only along the

field lines and do not drift radially or poloidally.

He can write the total drift through the pressure surface as

V = <Xj • Va>

(41)

In a similar manner the total poloidal drift can be calculated. Here

the changes due to the position of the plasma center will be 0(s); the

dominant contribution comes from the JE x 13 drift and the butnpy cylinder

magnetic field. This calculation was done in Ref. 8, and we give only the

results here. For electrons, we have

0 = <Id ' IP = Tb%LAttm) • woj (42)
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where

t e o

ZeBa*
(43)

2 _

d<p

(44)

(45)

= 3 in B,
Jr-'S=O '

and

(46)

(47)
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In Eq. (47), h(fm) has been given for EQ = 1/3, and k b is Boltzmann's

constant. We also note that in Eqs. (42)-(46) r and p have been used

interchangeably, since the difference between them is 0(e). The quantity

fi^jj is the thermal value of the VB particle drift in the bumpy cylinder,

and w 0 is a parameter that measures the strength of the Ji x i3 drift

relative to the VB drift. In Fig. 1 we have plotted h(£m) against <"m, and

we note the cusp that occurs for (m - fc. As mentioned previously, this

cusp occurs because of the neglect of the precessional motion of the

particle as it bounces. We can obtain the width of (m space over which the

precessional motion cannot be neglected compared with the bounce motion,

but first we shall show how toroidal effects can change a particle's

midpiane pitch angle. This motivates the choice of midpiane pitch angle

evaluated for s = 0 as a constant of the motion. The inclusion of the

radial motion will "smear" a particle's midpiane pitch angle since it will

change its local VJJ and hence the midpiane vj|. We can estimate this in the

following manner.

Consider a particle with pitch angle in the midpiane of fa. Then we

have in the midpiane at location (ao,fio)

= E - /iB(ot0, jSQI / = 0) - Ze?(ao,0o) . (48)

where E is the total energy. When the particle gets to its turning point

along the field line, its radial and poloidal locations will have changed

to (a0 + Aa, 0 Q + A/?), where
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and they have been evaluated at the turning point since the particle spends

most of its time there. When it returns to the midplane, its location will

be (a0 • 2Aa, §0 + 2A0), and its midplane pitch angle will be given by

= E - /uB(«0 f 2Aa, fiQ + 2A0, i = 0)

- Zer/>(a0 + 2A«, j?0 • 2A/S) . (51)

For small Aa, A^, the change in pitch angle as a result of radial motion is

r 2

We can estimate the magnitude of a typical term in Eq. (52) as follows:

near the cusp, we have (\ - 1/2, juB/(l/2mv2) - 1/2 3 In mB/dfl - e, and, for

vf0 » 1, A/? ~ n t h V b ^ l > - Therefore,

(53)

For typical EBT-S parameters (e - 0.1, Te = 200 eV, wQ = 3), efltlrVb -
 8 *

10"5. Hence, the radial smearing is typically very small, and the only

place it will be important is near the cusp point. We can obtain a lower

bound on the radial smearing at the cusp point by calculating when A£r is
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equal to the distance (in pitch angle space) from the cusp point. Near the

cusp, we can write

_ „ d 1 1 ./ 16

d is the distance between two adjacent coil planes and £ m is the

midplane pitch angle including the 0(c) structure in /?. ¥e want to solve

the equation for (m , given by

where T^($m ) is given by Eq. (54) and *2 = 1 / ^ - 1. This gives a

transcendental equation for (m ,

(56)

where ire hare replaced v by vth = (2k^l/m)^^. For T = 200 eV, d = 40 cm,

H = 0.7 T, rRc = 1/40 m
2, and wQ = 3, then A^r s|l/VSi - fm| is

2 3.3 x 10"4 . (57)

An upper bound on A£r is given by noting that since the drift crbit is

periodic in j5, the maximum time that a particle can have to drift radially

is l/ntQw0; hence the radial smearing is A£r - e/2 = 5 x 10"^.
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The width of £ m space over which the precessional motion is comparable

to the bounce motion is given by the condition

From Eq. (54) we see that ire have to come exponentially close to (c for

this condition to be satisfied, and therefore the effect of precessional

motion at fc will probably be much less important than collisions.
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III. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FORMULATION

In this section we III review the variational principle for

low-collisionality transport in EBT. Our formulation is similar to that of

Ref. 9 except for some notational changes.

We start with the steady-state, bounce-averaged, drift kinetic

equation,

v

where

V =

R = <yj • VjS> , (60)

K O = <C(f)> , (61)

and C(f) is the Fokker-Planck collision operator. From Eqs. (38) and (42),

it is clear that

^< ta . (62)

Thus to G(s^), V = 0 and the drift surfaces and flux surfaces coincide. He

expand the distribution function in inverse aspect ratio by writing [fj =

O(sf0)]

f = f0 + fj + ... , (63)
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and ire make the transport ansatz by choosing f0 to be a local Maxwellian

f. = Pm(a.E) = ̂^[^f'^i- £) • (64)

In Eq. (64), we assume that the poloidal structure of <pt the potential, is

caused solely by the toroidicity, and we can write

<p - <pQ(a) + ^(a.jS) , (65)

where

To first order in £, the bounce-averaged drift kinetic equation is

(66)

The partial derivatives are at constant energy and £m. The

contribution to the right-hand side of Eq. (66) coming from the 0

dependence of the midplane pitch angle vanishes since F^ is independent of

em< We now expand in the collisionality by assuming that fej/Qyi « 1»

where i/ej is the electron-ion collision frequency, given by

.. _ 4rmZ2e4ln A
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fe write fk = f{°> + fj
1) + ... , where f{l> = 0[vei/QthfJ°>], and obtaL

to lowest order in ye

(68)

Since the electrons are nonresonant, Q f 0 to O(s^) is independent of /?, so

we can solve Eq. (68) as

f { 0 ) = - £ J V dj5 ̂  • g(a,/x,E) . (69)

Fe can determine the integration constant g by constructing a

constraint equation from the first order in collisionality equation. If we

integrate this equation around the orbit we obtain

= 0 . (70)

To 0(£^), nothing in the function v(x) depends on /?, and we can write

FromEq. (69) this gives

v(g> = 0 , (72)

which has the solution g = 0 or g = Maxwellian. If g is a Maswellian, it

makes no contribution to the transport, so we choose g = 0.
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fe define the flux surface average of a function F by

(73)

where

Vj(o) = / djff J ^ . (74)

The flux-surface-averaged particle flux and energy flux are given by

r = <f d3v v_, • Vaf> , > (75)

Q = <J d 3vd mv2) vj • Vof > . (76)

We define the rate of irreversible entropy production

0 = - </ d3v [!^L] C[f (°>> (77)

and the generalized forces

"T T

(79)

and we note that we can write
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= Ti = FB[(A1 - |A 2)
2 • A 2 ] . (80)

If we express 0 as a quadratic form in the Aj's by

L22AJJ , (81)

then the fluxes are given by

r = -LJJAJ - L12A2 , (82)

(Q - |rT)/T = -L12AX - L22A2 . (83)

This formalism is variational since 60 = 0 implies

which gives the constraint Eq. (70).

Finally, we express 9 in terms of integrals over v and £m. To lowest

order in t,

(84)

and
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(85)

Here ire have interchanged the £ and fm integrations and used the fact that

fj 0' is independent of /. In Sec. V, we obtain the bounce-averaged

collision operator.
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IV. THE SELF-CONSISTSNT POLOIDAL ELECTRIC FIELD

In Eq. (65), the zeroth-order part, ?0(a), will be determined by the

ambipolarity condition,

Te = Ti . (87)

The first-order part, pi(a,0)» will be determined by the requirement of

quasi-neutrality to all orders in the expansion parameters. To zeroth

order in t and "ej/Qth
f quasi-neutrality is imposed by n g = n^ ~ n. Hence

5?j -will come from the fact that the first-order densities of ions and

electrons must be the same. Since ire are looking on a time scale that is

long compared to the bounce time, we find <p± by imposing the condition

where

»i = J

fe can motivate Eq. (88) by the following argument. The total number

of j particles in the element (a, a + da) and (0, j? + djff) is

(90)
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For quasi-neutrality to hold for time scales that are long compared to

the bounce time, we must have, for all da, d/?

Ne =

which in the limit da, d/J •• 0 gives Eq. (88) to first order in e and zeroth

order in vei/Q^.

The total first-order density is given by

J£jd*f{>-n!!!L (91)
Jd//B B J kbT

where the first term arises from the displacement of the particle orbits

due to toroidal effects and the second term comes from the density

perturbation induced by the first-order potential. To calculate n < , we

need f{°) which we can obtain from Eqs. (89), (42), (41), and (65). In

order to make analytic progress, we take the large electric field limit (w0

» 1) here and in the rest of the paper. We shall keep terms through

in f{ 0 ). We have

1

cos 5 A2)
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(92)

where

We use Eq. (85) to obtain

We define sets of numbers a ^ and b n by

b n = J dx

then we have

(93)

(94)

(95)

(96)
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bla001 Aeokl b2 a101

b 34
A€Qkf b 3

aooi - ^ J - 4 Laiio(1 -
tit ~*J

a101 coS , •

yT [a010 a 0 0 1

15 1

(97)

The b Q can be integrated to obtain

(98)

uhich gives the total number density nj. as

fe note that from the definition of the generalised forces Aj and Ag,
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Al ~ A2 1 Ze _ 1 1 1 d Inn

It in Eq. (99) we keep only terms to 0(l/wQ) for both the ions and

electrons and impose nj = nj., then all the terms involving ?j cancel out
e l

and the equation does not determine <p^. This is just a statement of the

result that if we allow the particles to only J2 x J3 drift in the azimuthal

direction, then they will move on the equipotentials. Since Tj « Te for

typical parameters in EBT-S and since we always want to balance the bulk

ions against the bulk electrons for quasi-neutrality, we shall keep terms

to 0(l/w^ ) . We note that for reactor parameters where Tj i Te this
6

formulation would not work, because the bulk ions would have significant

resonances and the first-ordsr ion distribution would have to be determined

as in Ref. 1.

The first-order electron density nj is given by

Z *o AlpLa010 C1 " -VT-) * a001

Inn 3 100 , \\ . ,....

the first-order ion density is
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Imposing quasi-neutrality and using the definition of fig gives

- pe cos /J(RC -j^fcijjj (1 - - H E )

We see that <p^ is proportional only to cos jS and so is synmetric with

respect to the equatorial midplane. The numbers &QIQ, apQj, and a 1 0 0 have

been calculated for the forms of g, g±, and h given previously and are

a010 =1.33 ,

a 0 0 1 = 1.1046 , (104)

a100 = °

This gives for

d<pa _ A£flk? ^£nk?n

<px = pe\ ^1 [6.95 (1 - -^LL) + 5.76 _ ^ L i ] cos 0 . (105)

If we define CgCA) by

d(pn
<p{ = C2£ cos |8(p,Rc) ̂  (108)

and take a parabolic well for <p,

) . (107)
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then

cos P 2PRc) • (108)

Now, we move to Cartesian coordinates centered at the plasma center; that
0 0 0

is, pc = f6 + i/c; p cos 0 = f. Then ^ can be nrrLtten as

From thia ire deduce that the potential contours are circles whose offset

from r = 0 (the average magnetic axis) is given by

Ap = C2£(pRc) + A . (110)

From Eq. (20) we can express pRe to 0(£°) as

2 ( 1 - fi
<

«okf

and if ire define Ag as the offset of the magnetic axis in the aiidplene (Ap

= 2f/eokf), then

Ap = C2AB<1 - e0) + A . (112)

Hence, ire can write Cg as
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If we choose Cg as given by Eq. (105),

C 2 = 6.95 - 1.19A/AB , (114)

then we can solve Eqs. (113) and (114) for A^, and we obtain

= 4.33 +0.21 * (115)

For EBT-S parameters (£0 = 1/3, e = 0.1, N = 24) this gives a potential

center offset of 7-9 cm inward from the average magnetic axis. This is

somewhat larger than is inferred experimentally, but the value of 7-9 em

is large enough that the near-axis expansion used to obtain B is

questionable. In order to allow better comparison of the thecreticaily

derived fluxes with the experimental results we shall define <p^ as in

Eq. (106), where Co is given by Eq. (113). In the same spirit, we shall

define a parameter C<(d) as

* (116)
B

Then C^ is a measure of the plasma center relative to the jBJ center and C2

is a measure of offset of the potential center from the plasma center

relative to the jB| center. The diffusion theory will be developed in
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terms of Cj and Cg a,nd ranges for those numbers rill be chosen from the

experimental data. Typically, Cj = 2/3-5/3 and C 2 = 0-1 (Ref. 10).
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V. THE BOUNCE-AVERAGED COLLISION OPERATOR

For use in the variational principle given in Eq. (86) we need the

bounce-averaged linearized Fokker-Planck collision operator. In general,

this is a complex integrodifferential operator, and in order to make some
12 4

analytic progress, previous work • » has employed various model operators.

In Ref. 1 a Loreniz operator was used, and the resulting integrals were

approximated without justification at \i ~ 0 (£m = 1). In Refs. 2 and 4, a

particle- and energy-conserving BGK operator was used. These suffer from

the defect that BGK operators do not treat the scattering in velocity space

correctly. In Ref. 4, it was pointed out that despite the shortcomings of

the BGK model the results agreed very well with the numerical results of

Ref. 3. The explanation for this was that for w 0 » 1, the first-order

distribution function is only a weak function of the velocity-space

variables and hence velocity-space scattering is not as important as

conservation of the integral invariants. Ve note, however, that in Ref. 3

the Landau operator was not bounce-aver aged and the g and h functions were

approximated by smoothly varying functions. In addition, the plasma center

was assumed to be the geometric center and the poloidal potential was

neglected.

In this paper, we shall use the approximate Fokker-Planck operator

given in Ref. 5. This operator is analytically tractable and preserves the

symmetry properties of the esact collision integral. This implies the

physical conservation laws, self-adjointness, and the H theorem. We shall

neglect the I - 2 terms in Eq. (25) of Ref. 5 (i.e., the stress anisotropy

terms) and write the collision operator for species (a) colliding with

species (b) as
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where

4ini|j(eaeb) In A

a a a

ISO

(1,7)

G(x) = [erf(x) - ?* e"s ] * , (120)

<123>
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and

%a = J ^ "b^Wb^/I 2 mav2^Atha)
2^bFi,ad3v ; (124)^ 2

in addition,

= 2i/fb(v) - 2i/gb(v) - i'fb(v> (125)

with

(126)

The function ^ (v) is an integral whose integrand is odd in VJJ.

Since fa and f̂  , as solutions to the bounce-averaged drift kinetic

equation, cannot depend on VJJ, then \x^ = 0 . Similarly, it can be shown

that £b a, hjja, and fcjja also vanish for the same reason. This is a

manifestation of the fact that to lovrest order in T^, momentum conservation

is automatic. The first term in Eq. (117) is the pitch angle scattering

term, with t/jj the pitch angle deflection rate. The second term is the

energy scattering experienced by the species (a) colliding with species

(b). Note that vf3 is the parallel velocity diffusion rate. The third

term is the response of species (b) to the perturbation induced by energy

scattering of (a), so q^A is the energy-restoring coefficient that gives

conservation of energy.
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For electron-ion collisions [(a) = e, (b) = i] it is easy to show that

to OEOHg/mj)*'*] this reduces to a Lorentz operator,

where

(127)

ytf Z Vei ,. . (128)

Therefore, we can write an electron collision operator as

lee
- 2qee ^ - ) ] , (229)

•8 - '.

and we used quasi-neutrality to write v$e - ve{. ¥e bounce average CQ by

applying the operator in Eq. (30). To bounce average the first term we

write it as
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Then ire have

J ^ L(fei) - • yfi* J - ^ ^ fffll

If we transforta from/* to £m using

o»

then

m 'm 'in >m

where the function Q(v,£m) is defined by

QsJ-jIL (134)

fe note that we can interpret Q/(J d//B) as Lhe field-line-averaged value

of 7j|. In general, this is not equal to vy in the midplane since the

particle spends most of its time at its turning points. 1ftin this

interpretation of Q, we can interpret f§Q/(fm / d//B) as the diffusion rate
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of the average vy. Hence, the bounce-averaged pitch angle scattering

operator can be understood as giving the change in the first-order

distribution function due to the diffusion of its field-line-averaged vj|.

We can nowirrite the full bounce-averaged collision operator as

.5,
(135)

m

with

> \ _ f d/ f d^in 1

(137)
— - i ii/»

and

BL
(138)
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In Eqs. (136) and (137), we use

<139>

hence the integral over fm goes from a lower limit of [1 - ?(i)]*' to an

upper limit of 1. Similarly, the integral over 1 goes from a lower limit

of / = 0 to an upper limit of (d^TOcos"1]^ - 2/(1 - ^ ) ] for fm < 1/V2~ and

d/2 for ("m > 1/̂ /2 where we have used Eq. (20) in the limit « = 0 to obtain

We define the function 3(£m) by

. (140).

In Fig. 2(a) we plot Q(^m) against "̂3n. Q(fm) was determined bj integrating

numerically the near-axis forms for vj| and B. We see that for £ m -> 0,

Q(fm) = 1/2, which is necessary so that the bounce-averaged pitch angle

scattering operator reduces to the correct pitch angle scattering operator

since for <fm -> 0, £ m •* r̂. We can fit Q in Fig. 2 by a series of odd

Legendre polynomials. If we keep Pj(fm) and P3(<fjn)' then

0.154P3<fn) , (141)

where
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m ) = % 5 f 2 - 3) . (143)

In Fig. 2(b) we plot Q(fm)(l - ^ ) against £ffl and compare it to the

Legendre polynomial approximation. We see that the agreement is very good

with the greatest discrepancy near the cusp point. "We use this approximate

form for Q(l - £**) in Sec. VI to determine the fluxes.
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VI. EVALUATION OF THE FLUXES

We use the quantities Cj and C 2 defined in Eqs. (113) and (116) and we

can write the first-order distribution function as

-i =

A2) • x
2A2] . (144)

From Eqs. (86), (135), and (140) we can write

8 = 6j + 8 2 + 83 , (145)

where

3 rv4

O46)
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(148)

Note that we can integrate by parts in Eq. (14b) and use the evenness

of f£ 0 ) in C m to obtain

o ^FJ » W J C*U Cm; T H^*} life lJ JO »W JO

(149)

If we use ff°>, as given in Eq. (144), in Eq. (147)-(149) and take the

limits of the energy integration to be 0 to infinity, then we are ignoring

the fact that for sufficiently low energies the particles may be

collisional. We shall assume that the collisionality ^ej/Qjji is

sufficiently small that this collisional contribution can be neglected.

Clearly this assumption will break down for ^ej/Qth ~ 0(1).

In order to evaluate 8g an(* ®3» we define the functions

(150)

(151)

(152)

then

= f v ^
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- | A2) + x
2[(A2 - | A2) ̂  • C2A2]

A2) !««>]- ̂  « « } cos * . (153)

We use the definition of IIe in Eq. (136) to -write

00

A2) ^ + C2A2b0 0]

(154)

We can evaluate 8 2 from Eqs. (147), (153), and (154), where in the proauet

in the (;m integral in Eq. (147) we only keep up to terms of 0(l/w^). We

define the number Bjgj™ by

and the integrals K ^ by

^S^ x 2] • (156)
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Then 9g is given by

A 2)

• -w— ( A l - 7 A2)(B0001 + B0100) + clA2BOOOo]

4K27[(A1 -
B0101

wo
% hf hm

C2A2BO100 B 1000-i
" C2(A1 " -7 k2)kZ —TH

29La2(
Biooi A

 c2A2Biooo
•]

T T45L 2(A1
B0101

2"
o

C2A2B0001 A2/
0010

A2B
A2)

B
ono 5

6K 4 9 A|B i 0 0 1 5 k \
 B0110 +

 C2A2B0Q10
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4K67AlB0110j
- -g i-g

If we integrate by parts in Eq. (156), we can write

= =

71
= =

_ /957\ 1 _ »

We use Eqs. (120) and (125)-(127) to write

Z90

where we have used Eqs. (120) and (122) to obtain

( 1 5 9 )

The integrals K ^ can be done exactly and yield

(160)

^ ] O54)
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fe define the numbers dn by

cL = T ds xne-x2[2 erf(x) - -i3"5"*2] • <165>

fe note that dj = 0. Then we can write qee as

(166)

Fe use the definition of qee to obtain

• ̂  [ ^ - § A2)b01 + ̂  dQ1A2]

3 f<Al ' I A2>10 + ̂  A2bi0J)cos 9 • (167)
wj 3

From qee we can obtain 8g as

^ tc2A2(Al " 7 A2) B00014g25 + C2A2(A1 " | A2) B01004%5

C2a2 -jr ̂ 2
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c2A2B10004K25 " (Al " £ A2)A2c2B00108g45

| I A2B01018K45 - A2B0010C212%i

\\ h) + ̂  A]( A | A2)B10014K25

I " | A2)B0110 8 %

A2) + \ A2]A2B1Q018S45 - A2 [(A! - | A2) •

(168)

and to obtain this we have used dgA^ = 7/2, d?/d3 = 213/16.

We now sum 0o and 9q to obtain

5 . (, 5 A v,
 B1000

. 11 B0101 .21 . 1 <B1001 r 5 /. 5
V2 ^

57 * /* 5 A \ 2479 A2i
T A2(A1 ' 7 A2/ " -32- A2J

^ .. .^ »k)'™m)' a69)
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It is interesting to observe that all the terms in 8g and 83 that were

0(1) and 0(l/iro) have cancelled out exactly. This illustrates the

importance of having the collision operator conserve energy and shows why a

simple Krook model [C(f) = vf] does not give the correct w 0 scaling.

Finally, we evaluate 8j. "We use Eq. (153) to obtain

- § A2)
*0

n

where

Then to Q(l/w£), 81 is given by

Mr

o
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kZ) j> ' ZVA1 "
5 , \ kho r>u 5

Ip « L dx x^P^e-^ri • erf(x)(l - -Ar) + !L*rl . (174)

and

The integrals L can be evaluated exactly and are

4 o •

9 9 0

I4[-4(Al - \ A2) A ^ * ^ M00] - I5 ^ M02l , (173)

where ire have used Eq. (130) to define

J S ^ • <176>

(.78)

(180)
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We now define the functional N(f) on an arbitrary function f(fm) by

=4 d^(i" #
Then we can write

£g*) - C2(l - CjWg'h') (182)

and

M 0 2 = (1 - C1)
2(N[(g02h] + N(h'g'g)j + Cj(a - Cj) [2N(gfglh')

• N(g!g'h') • N(g{gh')] * Cf?N[(g[)2h] * N (g-g!h')]

- C2(l - C{) {NCg'hTi) + N[(li')
2g]}

" C2C1gN(gi'h'h) + N[gl(h')
2]J • <183)

In Fig. 3, we plot the integrals of N[(g')2] and N[(h')2]. We note that

they both have a singularity at (m = 1/V2. This arises from the cusp

points in Fig. 1, where the derivative is discontinuous. It is not hard to

show that the singularity at this point goes like l/(^m - 1/V2)
2 and SG is

not integrable. As we noted in Sec. II, this cusp results from the neglect

of collisions and precessional motion for fm = lfi/2; when radial motion is

included the derivatives of g, gj, and h will go through zero over some

small width Afpc> For vanishingly small collisionality (e.g., i//w0 £ l x

10"°) we can make a good estimate of the functional N(f) by writing
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N(f) = ff'^ J

where Af/ is the larger of the collisional boundary layer width and A£pc-

Since f(fjjj) is ahrays proportional to at least one derivative of g, gj, or

h, we have taken f(fm) = 0 for { ^ [ ( l M ) - A ^ / 2 . (l/VST) + Afy/2]. Then

M(f) is not infinite for any of the choices of f in Eqs. (182) and (183).

In Table 1 we give the value of N(f) for the various choices of f in SIQQ

and « 0 2 in Eqs. (182) and (183) and for a choice Afy 2! 3 x 10"4.

If the collisionality is not vanishingly small, then the cusp

particles will collide before they have an opportunity to undergo much

precessional motion. In this case a collisional boundary layer will form

around fm = fc that will be wider than the radial smearing width. Another

way of looking at this case is to note that where the derivative of ij tyFjf

with respect to fm is large, the pitch angle scattering frequency, which

goes like i/j]d/d£m, is also large and collisions cannot "be ignored. In

order to calculate this contribution from the collisional boundary layer at

the cusp we return to the drift kinetic equation and proceed as follows.

In this analysis we shall follow closely the work of Kovrizhnykh in

Hef. 11.
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Fe assume that only pitch angle scattering across the cusp will be

important in the collision operator, and so we can write the first-order

bounce-averaged drift kinetic equation as

C2?

(185)

fe define f by

f = fc + ifg , C186)

where

= fecos jS + fgsin (3 .

Then we can solve for f to 0(l/w~) as

(187)
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(188)

where in Eq. (188) we have assumed that the coll is tonal boundary layer is

sufficiently narrow that the second derivative of f with respect to fmwill

be the largest term arising from the pitch angle scattering operator.

If we define the variable X by

A = ln(-^—) , (189)

then from Eqs. (37) and (39)-(41) in the limits K 2 •* 1±

(190)

j , (191)

gl - 2 - $. , (192)

h 2 -̂  + j . (193)

Clearly, as xr -* 1±, A -* «. We expand f near fm = 1//2 (KT = 1) and keep

terms to 0(l/X). We use Eqs. (140) and (141) to write
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hence

and f is given near fm =

f Ajj) • A 8 ] ±{(1 •

C,) • C2]

For EBT-S parameters ( s . = 1/3), /e2 = l/£ 2 - 1; hence, for

ILQ

_ 4 _ • (195)

We now define a boundary layer variable z by

1 - K^

z = -U4- , (196)
VfD]

4
fD]

irfiere the boundary layer width |Dj will be determined. With these

definitions we can write
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JL (197)

and

\ = Xo - ln|z| , (198)

idler e

Ao = In ™ • (199)

For Jz| - 0(1) (so that we are just at the edge of the boundary layer)

we can write

1 ~ 1 1 In z2

X
— -T— T TT I)

0 AQ

and then if we define ,'Dj by

lnl _ 32(0.373)
( 2 0 i )

and x(z)
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f(i + c o + Co] - 2L_Ts2(i + Ci) + c?]

o ^^

<202)

then x(z) satisfies the differential equation

4 - q2x(z) = - %- In z2 , (203)

iriiere

q2 = -i[q = 1A^(1 - i)] . (204)

We note that expression |D| in Eq. (201) is really a transcendental

equation for the boundary layer width, since XQ depends on }D|. However,

its dependence is only logarithmic, so it can be taken to be a constant.

The function #(z) can be interpreted as the collisional contribution to

iy^ at the cusp point so that the sura f [ ^ + .v(z) does not have an

infinite derivative at f m = ^Q.
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Equation (203) is now in the form written down by Kovrizhnykh in

Ref. 11 and has the soJut ion, which is regular at z = 0 and vanishes for »,

given by

+ /"exp[q(z - z')] Infz'ldz'j . (205)
z

The collisional boundary layer width Afc at fm = l/v2 is given by

• (206)

Let us interpret the ("m integral in 9^ as follows:

T1 At ̂ Wt XI - tZ)l d ((

flM)(Atc/2) C o . , 2

Now we write the first integral as
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;
0

<208)

For collisionalities which are sufficiently low so that A£c £ A£r, we

can ignore the second integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (208). We do

a similar analysis for the second integral in Eq. (207), and then the sum

of the tiro integrals Trill reduce to integrals containing the functionals

N(f) given in Eq. (184). When Afc » A£r, we can proceed in the same

manner by replacing Afr in Eq. (208) by some width A ^ such that Afc £ Atm-

In Table 2, we give the various functionals N(f) for a choice A£ m = 5 x

10"3; in Table 3, for &(m = 5 x 10"2. Since the integrals in the

functionals N(f) vary most quickly near f = £c, we expect that the change

in the magnitudes of the N(f) Trill be greatest going from A^m = A^r to Atm

= 5 x 10"* and will decrease as A£ m is increased. This is indeed what is

found from Tables 1-3. Also, we find that for 1 » Afm 1 5 x 10"
2, there

is relatively little change in the values of the N(f). As we shall

calculate later, A£m - 5 x 10"
2 corresponds to a collisionality given by

vei/Q£ - 2 x 10~2 so for 1 » ve^/Q^ S 2 x 10"^ we can use the values for

the N(f) given in Table 3.
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The third integral in Eq. (207) is the integral over the collisional

boundary layer width. We transform this integral from { m to z and extend

the range of integration to z = *», which we can do with negligible error

since #(z) has its greatest variation around z = 0 and x'(z) vanishes for z

-» I*. Then we have

use Eqs. (198) and (201) and following Ref. 11 write

dz[(Re|l)2 + (Im ̂ ) 2] 21 Se f |£ i£ =
V

and

Then the contribution to 9| from the collisional boundary layer 9j is given

by



201

I - 6 2 -

Ut 5 . A y , 13C1\2 2C2 /, 13 r

K6 (urfA, - § A2)[(l - » C,)3 - ^ (t - ^ C,)]

| (A, - § A2)
2|(l - i £ ) < £ (1 - ^ C,) - 2(1 . C,)]})

C,) - 2(1 * , ) ] } ) • N10(A§ ^

C,) - 2(1 <

fn the energy integration that leads to Eq. (211), we have replaced

by X*, -where

since the energy dependence of AQ is at most logarithmic. Note that the

collisionality scaling of this contribution to 9^ goes as V\Y> This is

because the collisional boundary layer has a width &(Q which scales as

VQY". The integrals Nĵ  are defined by
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Nk = J^ <fc xV2[i + erf (x)(l . _ ^ ) + £Jl]l/Zzke-*2 . (213)

These have been evaluated numerically and are

N4 £ 1.07 , (214)

N6 2 2.99 , (215)

Ng S 11.35 , (218)

N1C =i 54.25 . (217)

Finally, we can use Eqs. (214)-(217), (211), (173), and (169) to irrite the

irreversible entropy production rate as

3 . 7 x 5 C2B1000

25 7
B

2 5 B""") * i i Boioi

1 8 3 9
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• ±[2.24(1 - ̂  q ) 2 - 11.96(1

- 2.14 C2(l - -£ Cj)]J + ZA^f 0.315(1 -

• ±[2.906(1 - H q ) 2 - 15.5(1 +

J^ - 0.63 C2(l - ^

+ A§J3.088 (l - J^ q ) 2 + J- [12.141(1 - J£ Cj)2 - 64.75(1 + Ct)

. (1 - ̂  Ct) - 6.175C2(1 - ̂  Ci)]^ . (218)

We can calculate the boundary layer width btQ from the equations

X, = 1.44* ln[(^)1/2Al/2] , (219)

where ire have chosen irQ = 3 since the dependence on wQ in A* is logarithmic

and v = v e|/Q^. In Table 4, we show A* and A£c for several values of the

collisionality. We see that the collisional boundary layer width will

always exceed the radial boundary layer width even for P/W Q J 2 X 10"^

(which is much smaller than is observed experimentally), and when Afc = 5 x
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10'3, then i?/sr0 s 5 x 1O"
4; for xD{c = 5 x 10~

2, P/irQ 2 2 x 10~
2. Hence

the values for N(f) in Table 1 can be used to estimate the diffusion

coefficients for 2 x 10"** £ p/wQ « 5 x 10"*; Table 2 can be used for 2 x

10"6 « v/vQ « 2 x 10"2; and Table 3 can be used for 5 x 1O~4 « v/vQ «

1. For V/TT0 £ 0.5 the collisional boundary layer width is large enough so

that edge effects may be significant. At this collisionality the entropy

production probably cannot be split into a part going like i'ej and a part

going like vl{^.

To complete the calculation of •&, we need to obtain the numerical

values of BJQQJ, B^QQQ, BQJJQ, and BQIQI- These will tell us the magnitude

of the energy scattering terms compared to the pitch angle scattering

terms. These coefficients all involve integrals of g, g^, and h. For

these integrals, we do not need to include the radial smearing or

collisional smearing, since by assumption these will both be small. Note

that for the integrals in MQQ and Mgg ^ s was Ro^ ^rue» since the smearing

was needed there to resolve a singularity. For a similar reason, the

calculation for pj does not need to take into account the correction to the

distribution function given in this section.

FromEqs. (150), (151), (152), and (155) we can obtain

Biooi = (1 -

+ Cfs(bh8lgt) - C^gSCb^lh) , (221)

B1000 = ^ - cl>s(bhg) - C j S O M ) , (222)
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Cfs(b«lhgl) - C 2 d - C
l)S(bhhg) - (223)

BO1O1 = <l ' C l ) 2 s < b f i « > - Cgd - Ct)S(b8h)

C2ClS(b&lh)

- C2(l - G p s ^ g ) - C2C1S(bhg1)

where we define the function

•m)=fj-%j v\ r

and

- 2/(1 -

d/2 ,

and the functional S(f) by

(224)

(225)

(228)

(227)
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In Table 5, we give the values of S(f) for the various choices of f in

Eqs. (217)-(220).

fith the use of Tables 1-5, Eqs. (214) for 6, and the formulae in

Eqs. (81)-(83), we can write down the diffusion coefficients LJJ, L^g, ̂22

as

^ ^ { [ L n (• -

J• J - [2.24 (1 - J£ Ci)2 - 11.96(1 • Ct)(l - i £ Ct) - 2/14C2(l - J£ C l)]{

(228)

L12 - n ( p ^ ) Rc—-g— - p iMooCy * J ^ ." T

B

(1 -

J_ [2.906(1 - ^ q ) 2 - 15.5(1 + C,)(l - J£ Ci)

(229)



"-* - ,9 + J 5 j + 25 Qf
 B1000

11 B010l 1 491 N . 1839 235. 235 p i r
1001 * _ B0110]i

fiA! .„ lj» (y/Z {3.068(1 - «

• -L [12.141(1 - ™ q f - 64.75(1 + cpfl - ^ Ct)

801

-e.i75c2(i - ^ (230)
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VII. DISCUSSION

In Refs. 2-4, the particle and energy fluxes (in units of radius

rather than units of flux) are given by

•
(231)

<232>

where

(233)

(234)

In Ref. 4, the diffusion coefficients are given in the collisionless

limit (y/w0 « 1) by [to

= R2 i£££>5 ui 4(684 x 10"2Dn = R2 i£££>5 uei 4(6.84 x 10"
2 * £^5£) , (235)

(p) iAv

= kbT _ 1 _ vei 4(0.2395 + i^!i) , (23?)
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K T = n "^'T' i/ei4(3.5167) . (238)
*o

If we express the fluses in Eqs. (82) and (83) in the form given by

Eqs. (231) and (232), then we can make the identifications

Dn= L_!*i . (239)n ^ v ? n

DT = _ L - t"\1*) , (240)

In Ref. 2 it was stated that to 0(l/w^) or the large.field limit the

poioidal electric field makes no contribution to the transport. This is

consistent with the expressions here for L ^ , L19, and Lgg to 0(l/w~) since

in the notation of Ref. 2 the number C2 must be regarded as 0('l/wo).

Hence, when all the terms in MQQ and BQJQJ involving C 2 are moved to higher

order in l/w0, we see that Dn, D-j>, ̂  and K<p are independent of the

poloidal electric field to 0(l/w~). This result can be understood by

noting that the shift of the electrons due to a poloidal electric field and
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just E x B drifting is independent of energy and pitch angle, and so in a

scattering event the offset of the orbit does not change.

In Ref. 4, it was assumed that the plasma center was at the average

magnetic axis and there was no poloidal electric field, that is, Cj = 0, Cg

= 0. For this choice of C^ and Cg we have

. U5

' (0.273)]] *

(244)

0.231 (§ • - ^ )

- _L [(2 + Bj 0.1157 + 2- (0.273) + -L* (0.249)1}wo 8V? 8V2 4v^

W 6

35

t -"(1.831) - -L [0.1157 (13 + i£i.) + i52jL (0.273)
2V2 vo 64^2 32V2
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235 fn OJQ\"1) . T.//VD \2p2 \P2&) ,. / I flOWl 1K7 V 1fi"2^

0 » M "/I

x (i)l/2(3.088 - 12^09) , (246)

where ire have chosen to look at collisionalities in the region of z//wQ - 5

x 10"2; hence, we have used Table 3 and taken A* - 3.5? from Table 4. We

note a number of points. For the large field limit (wQ » 1), energy

scattering makes no contribution to Dn, D-p, and Kn but does make a

contribution to K<p, the thermal conductivity. This result was first noted

by Jaeger et al. in Ref. 12. Even for finite values of w0, the dominant

contribution to D Q, D«j, and K Q arises from pitch angle scattering, and the

only significant energy scattering contribution is in Kj. It is not

surprising that energy scattering is important for Kf since &p measures the

diffusivity of the particle energy due to energy flowing down the

temperature gradient. In contrast, Kp measures the diffusivity of the

particle energy due to particles carrying the energy down the density

gradient. We also note that for v/vQ - 5 x 10~^ and for wQ » i the part

of D n that scales as vej is only 3.5 times larger than the part that scales

as v\\ . More generally, we expect that for i?/w0 ~ 0.5 the two

contributions will be equal, and so experimental measurements for y/w0 s 5

x 30"2 will see a set of diffusion coefficients that scale with a power of

vQ-x falling somewhere between 1 and 1/2.
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WitiL Eqs. (244)-(246) we obtain Dn, DT, Kn,

Eqs. (240)-(243),

and K<j> f rom

D -
—~v—

0,741

(247)

n

n T2 (psa)2

o

_2 _ 0.278 (248)

(0 .907 -2_4

& 1 / 2 ( 3 . 7 4 x 10-2 _ 0_459} (249)

KT = nR2 l « ) • nR?

x (8.57 x 10"2 - 1"2 - 1^1) (250)
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We compare these expressions to the ones in Eqs. (235)-(239) from

Hef. 4. We see that the expressions from Ref. 4 have no term scaling as

V\Y. This is because this tern arises from a careful treatment of the

differential scattering process near the cusp point, and the BGK operator

is incapable of picking up these fine details in velocity space. This

scaling was also not observed in Ref. 3, which used a differential

operator. There the reason was that a smoother form for both g and h was

assumed, that is, g(tm) = 1 t (J, h(fm) = 1 - 3 . 6 ^ + 2 4 f4 In our

analysis this would correspond to choosing a fixed size for the boundary

layer as the collisionality changed, life also see that when VB effects are

included the diffusion coefficients decrease in contrast to what was found

in both Refs. 3 and 4. The reason for this is subtle- In Ref. 3, the

bounce-averaged collision operator, was approximated by a collision

operator, which was obtained by taking the non-bounce-averaged pitch angle

scattering operator and replacing fp by fm. This operator then gives the

rate at which fm changes. However, if we look at the bounce-averaged pitch

angle scattering operator in Eq. (134), it describes the rate at which the

field-line-averaged pitch angle * Q ' w changes. Typically, this

field-line-averaged pitch angle changes more slowly than the midplane pitch

angle so we have <fp>av/fm < 1. where <tp>av « Q. Roughly speaking, we can

write the diffusion coefficient D n as

where <...>v means an average over velocity space and all the choices of £ m
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and v. The step size term in Eq. (247) is d/d^Cv/O), and it occurs as a

derivative since the shift of any orbit is V/fi and only the change in the

shift as a particle scatters from one orbit to another leads to diffusion.

When magnetic drifts are included in the calculation of DflJ then for f m <

£ci d/d£m(V/fl) is increased over its value when the magnetic drifts are

neglected. Another way of regarding it is to say that, for the trapped

particles, including magnetic drifts increases the amount of orbit

dispersion in pitch angle space. Conversely, for the passing particles,

the inclusion of magnetic drifts decreases the amount of crbit dispersion

in pitch angle space [3/9£m(V/fl) decreases from its value when magnetic

drifts are neglected]. Now, <Zp>3i7/tm < 1 and increases with increasing

Cm, so we take into account the fact that the average fp differs from tm,

which tends to weight the particles with the largest values of fm (the

passing particles) over the trapped particles. For these particles the

orbit dispersion decreases, and this leads to a reduction in the diffusion

coefficient. In Refs. 3 and 4 the bounce averaging was approximated in

such a way as to correspond to the choice <fn>ayA"m = 1. This tends to

weight the particles with the greatest change in the orbit dispersion— the

trapped particles ~ and for this case the diffusion coefficient increases

when VB drifts are included in the precessional motion.

In the large field limit (wQ » 1). if we compare Eqs. e.247)-(250)

with Eqs. (235)-(239), we see that Dfl, D-j., and Kfl are slightly smaller in

Eqs. (247)-(250) than in the equations from Ref. 4. However, K n is a

factor of 2 times smaller. This arises mainly because of the

energy-dependent structure of the collision frequency. In Refs. 2 and 4,

the collision frequency was taken to be a constant for all energies whereas
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high energy particles must have fewer collisions than low energy ones. The

thermal diffusivity Kf is preferentially caused by high-energy particles,

so when the reduced collisionality is taken into account the magnitude o!

the diffusion coefficient is two times less than is predicted by constant

collision frequency results.

We now examine the diffusion coefficients for values of Cj and Cg that

close to the experimental conditions. He first choose Cj = 1 (plasma

center is at the |Bl center) and Z% - 0 (potential center is at the JB|

center). Since for EBT-S parameters the |Bj center is shifted 3 cm inward

from the geometric center this choice is for a plasma and potential center

shift of 3 cm.

For this choice of Cj and Cg and for P/W 0 - 5 X 10"^ we have

M o o =0.864 , (252)

M 0 2 = 6.4 x 10"
2 , (253)

B1001 = 3.62 x 10~2 , (254)

Biooo = 4-71 x 10~2 ' <255>
B0110 = -3-15 x 10"3 , (256)

B 0 1 0 1 = 1 .401 . (257)

These give LJ^I Ljg' an(^ ^22 as
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R /_ !> \T \
JJ3.G2 x 10'2)]J + n(pEL )2R§(p£J> } *ei(l.08X1.157 x ID"2)

V
x ( Z j ) / [ 1 O 7 ( 1 1 1 1 ) + 1 0 4 - 6 24 - 6 2 ] ,

L12 = n(^)2s§ <£lpl ! ^ i0.864 ( | » ̂  - i . [(6.42
«0

v to
25N

1 3 5 - 6 2 1x (1.157 x l O - 2 ) ^ ) 1 ^ . 3 1 5 ( 1 1 . 1 1 ) • 1 3 5-6 21 , (259)
v' " wo

I - n^nR >2D2 ( p e a 2 ) 2 y e i <n flfi> /9 . 35 \ M 11 (1.401)122 " n 0 V Rc - g - ^ I0'864 d + ̂  + -T - J g -

- i . [(6.42 x 1O-2)(13 + i ? J j + i!2£ (3.626 x 10"2)

(-3.15

x (1.0B)(1.157 x 10-2)(Z2) I /2[3.088(ll.ll) • 5 6 6 - 5 6 ] . (260)
wo

If we compare this case (Cj = 1) to the case with Ci = 0, we see that the

pitch angle scattering contributions are more important compared to the
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energy scattering contributions than before. In addition, the magnitude of

the pitch angle contribution for the large field limit has increased by a

factor of about 3.5. Both of these points can be explained by examining

the function gj compared with g in Fig. 1. We see that g^ varies much more

quickly with fm than g and hence its contribution to pitch angle scattering

is much larger. Tfe also note that for g(fm) the passing particles make the

greatest contribution to the transport; for gj(fm) the particles near the

cusp make the greatest contribution to transport. The diffusion

coefficients Dn, DT, Kn, and Kj- are

(0.832 - _

(261)

= J L R2 (Pey u .(z 166 - °*
582

(262)

Bg ̂ > ! ,„ &)'/3(0.4165 • ijE) , (263)
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+ nR* v % ' vei (-_) (0.955 + _ _ — ) . (264)
v

If we compare these diffusion coefficients witli those in

Eqs. (247)-(250), we see that these are larger due to the larger pitch

angle scattering contribution. In Eqs. (281)-(264), in the parts scaling

as vei> we note that for the range of w Q of experimental interest (wQ £ 3}

the asymptotic expansion in l/w0 will give a reasonable correction to the

lowest-order result. This is not true of the parts scaling as V\Y, and

the optimal asymptotic expansion for those will be just the term

independent of wQ. We also note that the collisional correction is much

larger here than in Eqs. (247)-(250), so large that for v/nQ - 5 /• 10"
2 the

collisional part of Dn is cf the same order as the collisionless part.

This arises due to the fact that gi(£m) approaches the cusp point more

sharply than g(fm), as is clear from Eqs. (187) and (188). We note that

even with the increased pitch angle scattering, K-j> in Eq. (264) is not as

large as K<p in Eq. (239) predicted from the BGK model.

For comparison, we shall now consider the case Cj = 1 and Cg = 1. For

this choice we have (for p/w0 - 5 x 10"^)

H o o =2.158 , (265)

M 0 2 = 1.14 x 1(T
2 , (268)

B 1 0 0 1 = 1.93 x 10"2 , (267)
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J1000

B o n o = -1-87 x 10~2 • <269>
B 0 1 0 1 =1.192 . (270)

These give Lii, Ii9> and Loo as

LU . n(pV%i ^ ^ . l « ( . . j.) - ±[(4

(1.93 x 10"2) Jj] * ^ p ^ )2R2 l E i ^ L vei(1.08X1.157 x 10"2)

5 *n

L12 = n(pBL ) ^ ^ ^ ^ i { 2 . 1 5 6 ( 3 + 7

i - [ (1 .14 x 1 0 ) ( 2 + i }

6 4v2 4V2

7 ( 1 . 9 3 x 1 0 - 2 ) . U

o 8^2 o V2

. 157 x 10'2)

(273)
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T - «/-«n \2D2 (psa
2)2 "ei <0 ,rn fQ . 35 \ x 25 (4.71 x 10"

2)122 " n ( p V

O192) . i_ r(1 U X 10-2)(l3 + _491) + 1 8 ^ t 93 y 10-2)
V§̂  w 6 i ^ 3 2 ^

n p

l.87 x l(T2)]i + n(pBm )
2R2 <££ll_ v .(l.08)(1.157 x 10"2)

^ C g ei

x Cl)l/* [3.088(11.11) + 5 6 7 - H ] . (273)

When we conpare Eqs. (271)-(273) with Eqs. (258)-(260) we see that the

major effect is the increase of MQQ. This will increase the diffusion

coefficients and arises because the large poloidal electric field coupled

with the orbit dispersion introduced by the VB drifts increases the radial

drift that the particles see. Note that Cj = 1 corresponds to a potential

center that is shifted 5 cm inward from the geometric center and [from

Eq. (105)] gives lê j/kjjTl = (ps)w0. From Eqs. (271)-(273) we can obtain

Dn, DT, K^, K T as

„ . (2.073 - 6-545

(E74)
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_ n D2 (pea)* „ /* ^ 7.875 x 1<T2

0

nR? <££gl vei (!£)
1/2(0.955 •

ZZl

(275)

y9i fyl/Z (0.4165 * l^li) , (276)

(277)

fe see that inclusion of the poloidal electric field increases the

term in each diffusion coefficient scaling like yej and hardly affects the

t/g|2 term. This implies that for collisionalities near v/vQ - 5 x 10"2,

the V^H~ term is much smaller than the vQl term. Fe conclude by comparison

of Eqs. (274)-(277) with Eqs. (261)-(264) that the poloidal electric field

can make a significant contribution to the diffusion coefficients and its

experimental determination is of importance.
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We speculate that when the assumption vei/Q$ « 1 fails, ire can

replace t/ei/w^, at least in the first part of D n - Ify, by ^ei/Qth/^o +

^ei/^th' -H^th' ^ i s possibility will be examined in a further paper.

Finally, we note that these nonresonant diffusion coefficients can be used

for the ions in EBT if i/ej is replaced by i/^, the first term in

Eqs. (177)-(180) is ignored, Eqs. (214)-(217) is modified appropriately,

and LJJ, I^g, and Lgg in Eqs. (228)-(230) have the obvious numerical

coefficients changed.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have obtained the radial particle drift as a function of plasma

position and potential position. This has a new function g^(^m) in

addition to the g(fm) function which was given before. In the limit of low

collisionality we have obtained the self-cons is tent poloidal electric field

with the assumption that the bulk ions and electrons are nonresonant. For

EBT-S this is a good assumption. We have followed Ref. 9 and constructed a

variational principle that gives the Onsager matrix of diffusion

coefficients. The bounce-averaged collision operator was taken to be the

approximate one given in Ref. 5. This is a differential operator that

conserves particles and energy and includes both pitch angle and energy

scattering. The diffusion coefficients have been calculated and compared

to the results of Ref. 4. We find that the velocity-space structure of the

collision frequency is very important especially in determining Ivp, the

thermal diffusivity. We also find that the positions of the plasma and

potential centers are very iiaportant in determining the magnitude of the
i todiffusion coefficients. Finally, we have calculated the v^~ contribution

for EBT-S parameters that was first pointed out by Kovrizhnykh in Re!. 11,

and we find for t//w0 ~ 0(1) it can be of the same order as the vei

contribution.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1. Plot of g(£m)f gjCCm), and h(fm) vs fm, where g and g l

occur in <r^ • Va> and h occurs in <v^ • Vp>.

Fig. 2. Plot of (a) Q(fm) 7S fm and (b) (1 - ^ ( f m ) and (1 -

$ * [0 .71P! (y + 0.154 P3(?m)] plotted vs ^ .

Fig. 3. (t - SlWXKtnKg'i^l2 and (1 -

plotted vs fm. Note the isingularity at ^m =
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Table 1. N(f) for the choices of f used in MQQ and MQ2 for a width Afm = 4fr = 3

N(f>

(g')2

(gf)2

(h') 2

g{h'
gfg'
gV
(g')2b
h'g'g
gfg'h

g'h'hg

g(h')2

gfh'h
2

1
0

2
-3

-1

0

-0

0
0,

0.

- 1 .

- 1 .

-0.

-0.

0.

0.

1.

.375

.703

.226

.509

.243

.933

.067

.659

.183

.886

.320

.917

,121

491

979

322
375
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Table 2. Jf(f) for the choices of f us«d in Unn and Mno for a width Afm
~ * v m-J w "10"J.

(g')2

<gf)2

<h')2

gfg'
g'h'
<g')2h

g'h'h

(gl>2h

g(h')2

gfh'h
2

N(f)

0
2
0
-1

-5

.341

.01

.774

.096

.123 x

0.212

-i

0

2.

0.

-0.

-0.

-2.

-2.

0.

2.
0.

.314 x

.244

.497 x

.285

.115

,1626

.022 x

721 x

211

802 x

2588

ID"2

10-2

10"2

10-2

10'2

10"2
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«N(f) for the choices ol
= 5 x 10
Table 3. oN(f) for the choices of f used in MAQ and Mno for a width
= 5 x 10~2

<g')2

<g[)2

(h'>2

g
(g')2h
h'g'g

g'h'h
(g{)2h
g(h')2

g[h'h
2

N(f)

0.231
0.864

0.386
-0.454

-0.1856

3.729 x

1.754 x

0.1139
4.90 x

0.121

5.76 x

5.93 x

-1.475 x

4.759 x

4.809 x

7.715 x

5.19 x

; 10"2

10"3

10"3

10"2

10"2

1Q~3

10~3

10"2

10"4

10'2
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Table 4. X« and boundary layer "width, Afc, vs collisionality

X,

0
0
5
1
5
1
5
1
5
1
5
1

.5

.1
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10"2

10~2

10"3

10"3

10-4

lO-4

10-5

10"5

10'6

10'6

2.175

3.168

3.57

4.494

4.882

5.77

6.148

7.0195

7.3914

8.252

8.62

9.47

6
1
1
5
3
2
1
1
9
6
5
3

.59 >

.77 >

.157

.197

.889

.167

.735

.091

.106

.1958

.317

.82 x

f 10" 2

i 10' 2

x 10"2

x 10"3

x 10"3

x 10"3

x 10"3

x 10"3

x 10"4

x ID"4

x 10"4

10-4

0.316

0.117

7.8 x

3.1 x

2.1 x

8.68 >

5.95 a

2.49

1.7157

7.26 *

5.024

2.14 x

10"2

10'2

10"2

: 10"3

: 10"3

x 10~3

x 10"3

10"4

x 10*4

10-4
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Table 5. S(f) for the choices of f used in BJQQJ, BIQQQ, B Q U Q ,
B0101-

S(f)

bh«g

bh««i
bh«h

b h g l g

b. gi
bhgh
bh«

b
h g i

b3hg

bShgj
b«hg

b g l h g l

bhhg

bhhg2

bSg

bSfi!
b«h

b 8 l
8

b gi
bg lh

bhg
no 1

bhh

2.7302

1.7501
7.6384

5.9431

3.6157

1.6925

2.1660

4.7064

2.4936

1.9196

1.5273

-3.155^

7.6620

1.5584

1.8313

1.5655

2.1800

1.5512

1.4010

1.2965

2.3925

1.4939

7.0119

x 10"1

x 10"1

x 10"2

x 10 ' 2

x 10"2

x 10"2

x 10"1

x 10"2

x 10"1

x 10"2

x 10"1

I x 10"3

x 10"2

x 10"2

x 10"1

x 10"1

x 10-1

x 10"1

x 10"2


